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The following resolution was adopted:

SB-13-CRM-0836; 0837; 0880 and 0881 - PEOPLE OF THE
PHILIPPINES v. ANTONIO P. BELICENA, ET. AL.

This resolves accused Ricardo G. Cuartero's (Cuartero): (1) Motionfor
Reconsideration with Omnibus Motion to Dismiss and Urgent Motion to
Postpone the Arraignment] (Motion for Reconsideration) dated 29 August
2017; (2) Motion for Leave to File Motionfor Reinvestigation' (Motion for
Reinvestigation) dated 8 September 2017; and, (3) his evenly dated
Supplemental Motion with Motion for Re investigation: (Supplemental
Motion). .

In his Motion for Reconsideration, accused Cuartero urges the Court to
reevaluate its 28 July 2017 Resolution' denying his Omnibus Motion to Quash
and Finding of Probable Cause (Omnibus Motion), and prays that the case be
immediately dismissed for lack of probable cause.

In its Commentl Opposition' thereto, plaintiff argues that accused
Cuartero failed to present new evidence or show grave error in the assailed
Resolution that could materially alter the Court's ruling.

Before the Court could resolve his Motionfor Reconsideration, accused
Cuartero filed his Motion for Reinvestigation where he claims that he did not
receive a copy of the Office of the Ombudsman's (OMB) 6 March 2012

I Records, vo!. 7, pp. 317-332.
2 Id., vo!. 7, pp. 367-370.
3 ld., pp. 371-379.
4 Id., pp. 214-217.
5 Id, pp. 400-406.
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Resolution, finding probable cause against him for Estafa through
Falsification of Public Documents and violation of Section 3(e) of Republic
Act (R.A.) No. 3019. As a result thereof, he was not able to file a Motion/or
Reconsideration with the OMB which, according to him, violated his right to
procedural due process.

Additionally, he asserts in his Supplemental Motion that his right to the
speedy disposition of the cases against him has been violated due to the
inordinate delay in the preliminary investigation of his cases before the OMB.
According to him, it took the OMB nine (9) years and twenty five (25) days
to terminate the preliminary investigation. A timeline of the proceedings
relevant to accused's case shows the following:

8 July 2004 Complaint was filed by the Special
Presidential Task Force 156 with the OMB;

23 July 2004 OMB issued an Order directing the
respondents to file their respective counter-
affidavits;

11 October 2004 Accused Cuartero filed his Counter-
Affidavit;

6 March 2012 The Ombudsman approved the Resolution
finding probable cause against herein accused
for several counts of Estafa through
Falsification of Public and Official
Documents and violation of Section 3 (e) of
Republic Act No. 3019;

2 August 2013 The OMB filed the Informations before this
Court

He alleges that this delay caused him "looming unrest and tactical
disadvantage" which should be weighed against the State." He further cites
the 10 August 2017 Resolution' of this Court which dismissed the criminal
cases against several accused in some of the consolidated cases.

Finally, accused Cuartero prays for the Court to dismiss the cases
against him, and in the alternative, to remand them to the OMB for
reinvestigation in order to accord him full participation in the preliminary
investigation.

6 Id., p. 375, citing Cosculluela v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 191411, 15 July 2013. lY
7 Records, vo!. 7, pp. 251-257. U
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In its Opposition dated 22 September 2017, plaintiff contends that
accused Cuartero received a copy of the 6 March 2012 OMB Resolution as
evidenced by Registry Receipt No. 1200.8 Plaintiff further argues that the
Motion for Reinvestigation is a prohibited pleading under the Revised
Guidelines for Continuous Trial of Criminal Cases. It claims that the said
motion was filed solely for the purpose of further delaying the proceedings,
and that the same was belatedly filed in view of this Court's denial of
accused's earlier Omnibus Motion to Quash and Finding of Probable Cause.
With regard to the Supplemental Motion, plaintiff asserts that the accused
failed to seasonably establish his right to the speedy disposition of his cases.

In his Reply dated 22 September 2017, accused Cuartero avers that
"being the respondent in the preliminary investigation, it was not [his]
obligation to follow up on the prosecution of [his] cases."?

We resolve the Supplemental Motion first.

Accused Cuartero is similarly situated with the accused in Criminal
Cases Nos. SB-13-CRM-0812; 0824; 0825; 0827; 0828; 0832; 0856;0868;
0869; 0871; 0872 and 0876, which cases were dismissed by the Court in its
10 August 2017 Resolution on the ground that the inordinate delay in the
preliminary investigation before the OMB violated the accused's rights to the
speedy disposition of their cases.

Due to the similarity between the present cases and those earlier
dismissed, the Court is constrained to apply its ruling in the 10 August 2017
Resolution in resolving the present motion.

The relevant portions of the said Resolution are quoted below:

Length of delav:

Nine (9) years to conclude the preliminary investigation is
unreasonably long by any standard considering that the determination of
probable cause "merely entails weighing of facts and circumstances, relying
on the calculus of common sense, without resorting to the calibrations of
technical rules of evidence." Thus, there is no doubt that the preliminary
investigation before the OMB can only be characterized as having been
attended by inordinate delay. .

xxx xxx xxx

(
8 Annex A, Opposition dated 22 September 2017.
9 Records, vol. 7, citing Cosculluela.
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Failure to assert right:

The Court further finds no merit in plaintiff s posturing that accused
waived their right to speedy disposition of their cases when they failed to
invoke it at the preliminary investigation stage. As held in Coscolluela and
reiterated in later cases, it is not the duty of the respondents in a preliminary
investigation to follow it up to hasten the proceedings. Accused's failure to
move for the early resolution of the preliminary investigation of their cases
before the OMB may not be construed as a waiver of their right to the
speedy disposition of their cases. After all, the speedy disposition of a case
is a constitutional duty imposed on the concerned government agencies,
which mandate should be observed regardless of respondent's failure to
invoke such right.

Prejudice caused by the delay:

Finally, plaintiff claims that accused have not suffered any prejudice
since "[they are] currently free on bail and [are] relatively at liberty to move
and do as [they will]." However, as held in Corpuz v. Sandiganbayan:

Prejudice should be assessed in the light of the interest of the defendant
that the speedy trial was designedto protect, namely: to prevent oppressive
pre-trial incarceration; to minimize anxiety and concerns of the accused to
trial; and to limit the possibility that his defense will be impaired. Of these,
the most serious is the last, because the inability of a defendant adequately
to prepare his case skews the fairness of the entire system. There is also
prejudice if the defense witness are unable to recall accurately the events
of the distant past.

The delay in the proceedings against herein accused already impairs
their ability to accurately recall the events subject of the present cases. They
have already been vexed by the prospect of having to face a full-blown trial
for incidents that occurred over a decade ago.

All told, taking into account the various factors that need to be
considered and balanced in the determination of the issue of inordinate
delay, the Court is convinced that the right of herein accused to the speedy
disposition of their cases has been violated and that the cases against them
should be dismissed. As held in Allado v. Diokno:

The purpose of the Bill of Rights is to protect the people against
arbitrary and discriminatory use of political power. This bundle of rights
guarantees the preservation of our natural rights which include personal
liberty and security against invasion by the government or any of its
branches or instrumentalities.Certainly, in the hierarchy of rights, the Bill
of Rights takes precedence over the right of the State to prosecute, and
when weighed against each other, the scales of justice tilt towards the
former, Thus, relief may be availed of to stop the purported enforcement
of criminal law where it is necessary to provide for an orderly
administration ofjustice, to prevent the use of the strong ann of the law in
an oppressive and vindictive manner, and to afford adequate protection to
constitutional rights.'?

lO Citations and emphasis omitted.
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By reason of the foregoing discussion, this Court finds it unnecessary
to pass upon accused Cuartero's Motion/or Reconsideration and Motion/or
Reinvestigation.

WHEREFORE, accused RICARDO G. CUARTERO's
Supplemental Motion is GRANTED. Criminal Cases Nos. SB-13-CRM-
0836; 0837; 0880 and 0881 are hereby DISMISSED without prejudice to any
civil action which the Department of Finance may file against him. The Hold
Departure Order issued against the accused is hereby LIFTE~ and SET
ASIDE. The bail bond posted by the accused is ordered RELEASED, subject
to the usual accounting and auditing procedures.

SO ORDERED.

QUIROZ, J., Chairperson

CRUZ, J.

JACINTO,J.


